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Research  

While reading the Lay’s Stax Challenge I found information about their competitor, Pringles, 

however, I did not notice any background information about Lay’s itself. On the other hand, I did 

find research for Lay’s partnership with Speed Stacks organization and the new sport cup stacking 

that Ketchum Entertainment Marketing negotiated. The main reason for creating this partnership 

was to help Lay’s introduce a completely new product category “Stackable Chips” and to compete 

with the long brand P&G. The launch took place in the center of Times Square and had kids with the 

fastest hands to compete. KEM knew with the location and the sporting event, it would make it hard 

for consumers and the media to ignore. The event was proactive; it generated more than 20 million 

media impressions during the first two weeks of the launch. The event itself generated 36,063,732 

or more media impressions. Lays consumer target suggested a strong interest in all family and sport-

related activities. I think that the target audience worked out perfectly for this campaign because it 

interested a lot of children. In addition, by targeting the whole family instead of just the child it 

shows that Lay’s wants everyone to have an interest in the product.  

Objectives 

Lay’s wanted to generate more than 20 million media impressions for the launch. This would 

have an impact because the more media, the larger the event. In addition, more people would be 

aware of the new product, stacked chips from Lay’s. I think all the objectives are behavioral and 

attitudinal. I think overall, the objectives were focused solely on media impression and sales not so 

much as leaving long lasting impression for the new brand. 



 

Programming  

The sporting event that was held in Times Square for Lay’s can definitely be considered 

memorable.   There was not a major message in this campaign other than sales and impressions for 

the new product. I think the event was newsworthy being that Lay’s has been around for a very long 

time and it was launching a new product. The event had media hits form: CBS The Early Show, ABC 

World News Now, The O’Reilly Factor, and FOX NEWS LIVE; FOX FRIENDS FRIST, Up to the Minute, 

Fox Report and more than 100 major market broadcast hits, all of these were uncontrolled. I think 

Lay’s over relied on media coverage too much. On the contrary, Lay’s Stax should have had a back-

up plan, because if the media would have failed to cover their event, the launch would have failed 

indefinitely. 

 Communication of any type leaves long impressions on the public and media. Companies 

have to be very careful of how they market themselves because it can make or break the product 

and the company. In addition, if the communication delivery is professional, easy and clear to 

understand people are more likely to listen. If your communication technique is unclear and hard to 

understand a company or person will not listen to the intended message. Lay’s Stax, used effective 

communication and it was proven by the outcome of the event held at Times Square. They 

accomplished their objectives by hiring KEM to help communicate with other organizations.  

 

Evaluation  

Yes, Lay’s Stax evaluated each objective separately. The company took the original set of 

objectives and reviewed them and evaluated whether they met the intended goal or not. I think the 

method of evaluating the objectives were effective and clear to understand. Yes, the company had 

four objectives and they were all met.  Yes there was a real link between the case objectives and the 



evaluation, they go hand and hand. The objectives are the goals a company plans to pursue during 

the campaign and the evaluation is the review to determine whether those goals were met.   

Overall Judgment 

The main problem in case 8-2 in my opinion is Pringles. The challenge of marketing the Lay’s 

Stax product that is similar to Pringles, which has been successful for years. A company in which is 

new to consumers, have to conduct research on Pringles, so they know how to gain compliance of 

potential consumers.  

Lay’s Stax had to overcome the Pringles brand name. Stax overcame that barrier by involving 

media coverage such as, editorials, launch parties (that would make it hard for customers to ignore), 

a partnership with Speed Stacks organization and new sport of cup stacking.   

Along with the competitive research category Stax could have surveyed how many people 

like Pringles and complete random sample of a taste testing liking between Stax and Pringles.  

I feel that the campaign was interactive enough. For example, the launch party in New York 

City, in the middle of Times Square. It brought children together for the sport of cup stacking and the 

media.  In addition, Stax involved many forms of media coverage.  

Overall Strengths  

The strengths of this campaign involved the consumers and the amount of media coverage. 

It helped the Lay’s Stax brand recognizable. I also like the involvement of the children idea for cup 

stacking. I feel that Lay’s choosing to work with public relations instead of an advertising company 

was beneficial and the right decision. Creating the sporting event for children, the partnership with 

Speed Stacks organization and the location of the event helped with media coverage. The research 

that Lay’s Stack decided to cover was strength as well. In addition, the planning was thought out 



thoroughly and detailed. As a result, the outcome of the event had an exceeding turnout. Overall, 

the event and research were executed well.   

Overall Weakness 

  I feel the weakness of the campaign was researching public opinion, as far as comparing 

each brand, and more in-depth research on Pringles. In addition, maybe they could have worked out 

a partnership with Pringles to build their brand. I feel that Lay’s should have given background 

information on their company, instead of assuming everyone knew how the company was 

developed. I also feel like Lay’s shouldn’t have made sales and media impressions their major 

priority. I think they should have focused on something more memorable. It would have had long 

lasting impressions on the nation.  I feel like they were only concerned about things that would be 

beneficial to the Lay’s company and not the community.  

Tactics, Strategy and Communication  

Strength  

If I evaluate the Lay’s Stax Challenge based solely on their goals and objectives, I would say 

that Lay’s executed well.  I feel that communication in this challenge was sought out correctly. The 

company knew that Lay’s Stack may have a possible problem displaying the new product on the 

market and to customers because of the Pringles brand. However, Lay’s did their research, hired a 

public relations firm, KEM, to learn how to go head-to-head with its long dominated competitor. So, 

Lay’s strategy to launch their new product, stack chips, the brand was represented well, and media 

had frenzy. I liked the idea of having a celebrity host the game because having a celebrity brings not 

only the media but an audience.  

Weakness 



I do not think that Lay’s focused on marketing their brand name enough. I think they 

were just worried about marketing the new product so consumers knew of it. Also, I didn’t 

read any background about Lay’s. In addition, I think that Lay’s only concerned themselves 

about the moment and not the future. I think Lay’s could have made the launch something 

bigger than a game. Such as, some type of awareness campaign, so they can help 

themselves and others.  

 

 


